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The canoe is ending its journey.
Many are using the canoe.

A Makah man sits on upended half-carved canoe, taking off wood chips with a D-adze; there are finished canoes pulled up onto beach visible behind him. Washington, 1914.
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The Canoe Maker is selecting a red cedar tree.

The Canoe Maker and his helper are finishing the canoe. They add the bow and the stern. They paint the inside and char the outside.
They are hollowing out the canoe. They are steaming the canoe to make it wide.

He thanks the tree for its wood to make a canoe. He and the helper are felling the tree by burning and chiseling.
The Canoe Maker and his helper are splitting the tree with mauls and wedges.

The Canoe Maker and his helper are shaping the tree with adzes.